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Abstract
The Life of Alexander Nevskii is written in twos tyles: a hagiographic style and a secu-
lar style. Scholarly views are divided overw hether the Life wasw ritten by one person
in twod ifferent styles or by twop ersons, either a hagiographic writer and secular editor
or a secular writer and hagiographic editor.T he present article hypothesizes that the
Life wasp robably written initially in a secular style as a military tale (the “wolf”) in the
second half of the thirteenth century.T his Tale wast he foundational layer for the sub-
sequent writing of the Life.S ome time later,p robably in the second half of the four-
teenth century (before 1377), an ecclesiastical redactor edited the text adding phrases in
ah agiographic style (the “sheep’sc lothing”), thus creating a chronicle tale about the
life of Alexander Nevskii. In the second half of the ﬁfteenth century,af urther editing
took place as anti-Tatar interpolations were added, thus creating the First Redaction of
the Life of Alexander Nevskii.F ollowing a text critical analysis, this article reconstructs
the First Redaction of the Life,i nw hich the twos tyles are delineated. Then the article
provides a translation into English of the hypothetical version of the non-extant mili-
tary tale about Alexander Nevskii.
Keywords
Alexander Nevskii, military tale, saint’sl ife, hagiography, reconstruction, textual criti-
cism
An umber of investigators have pointed out that the Life of Alexander Nevskii
juxtaposes hagiographic and secular elements. Theyh av e,h owev er, inter-
preted that combination in different ways in regard both to the authorship
question and to howt he Life wasc omposed.42 D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67
In the following article, I present my own hypothesis that the composi-
tion represented a three-step process. My goal is to shed light on the origins of
this singular literary composition. It seems to me that a complete secular mili-
tary tale was written in the second half of the thirteenth century as a celebra-
tory exposition of Alexander’sm ilitary achievements and glory (the “wolf” of
the title of this article). Then, some time later,p erhaps in the second half of
the fourteenth century (before 1377) an attempt was made to transform that
secular military tale into a saint’st ale (povest/￿o￿zqitii )b ya dding pious
sentiments and religious topoi (the “sheep’sc lothing”). Only in the second
half of the ﬁfteenth century was the ﬁnal form of the text we knowa st he First
Redaction of the Life completed with the addition of anti-Tatar interpolations.
In 1915, Nikolai Serebrianskii proposed that the Life wasw ritten by “a
younger contemporary of the prince, a monk of the Rozhdestvenskii
monastery” and that it “was written not for placement in a chronicle but for
church use.”T hus, he sees the hagiographic elements as preceding manyo f
the secular elements added later,s uch as the sections pertaining to the six
brave men at the battle on the Neva and the khan of the Eastern Country.1 In
1968, Norman Ingham described in some detail the relationship of the styles;
namely,t hat, although the framing of the text is hagiographic, the middle parts
“are distinctly secular in substance and style.”T he military events are told as
theyw ould be in a military tale but with a “fewp ious” sentiments subjoined.
LikeS erebrianskii, Ingham deemed it probable that the author was a monk. In
contradistinction to Serebrianskii, Ingham thought this same monk adopted a
standard style for describing military matters and did not need to borrowf rom
as ecular work or have ita dded by someone else. Thus, the author,a ccording
to Ingham, wrote the Life in twod istinct styles.2
In 1974, John Fennell also detected twos tyles in the Life:“ the hagio-
graphical passages are distinct from the annalistic episodes, but sometimes
religious sentiments are tacked on to purely military clichés.”3 The ﬁrst exam-
ple he cited of this adding on of “religious sentiments” is the description of
________________________________
1 N[ikolai] Serebrianskii, Drevne-russkie kniazheskie zhitiia. Obzor redaktsii i teksty
(Moscow: Sinodal′naia tipograﬁia, 1915), 178–180.
2 Norman Ingham, “The Limits of Secular Biographyi nM edievalS lavic Literature,
Particularly Old Russian,”i n American Contributions to the Sixth International Con-
gress of Slavists, Prague,1 968, August 7–13,2v ols., edited by William E. Harkins
(The Hague: Mouton, 1968) 1: 193–194.
3 John Fennell, “Literature of the Tatar Period (13th–15th Centuries),”i nJ ohn Fen-
nell and AnthonyS tokes, Early Russian Literature (London: Faber and Faber,1 974),
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Alexander’s“ returning victorious (vozvratisya s pobedoyu)” after the battle on
the Neva—the author of the Life tacks on the phrase “praising and glorifying
the name of his Creator.”4 The second example Fennell cited is Alexander’s
treatment of the enemy after he razed the fortress that the Livonian knights
had built “on Alexander’sl and”: “some he killed, others he took with him, and
others he pardoned and let go.”T he author of the Life adds, “for he was merci-
ful beyond measure.”5 Also, likeI ngham, Fennell thought this was the work of
only one individual, “a cleric” who could write in both the style of hagiogra-
phya nd in the style of the chronicle military tale.6 Yet, Fennell implies this
may have been a two-step process with the adding-on of pious sentiments to a
secular text occurring within an overall hagiographic framework. Fennell
pointed to the entry in the Po vest′ vremennykh let (PVL) for 1019 and the
“Paroemia” of Boris and Gleb, both of which texts describe the Al′ta battle of
1019, as a possible model for the secular parts of the Life.7
Also in 1974, Serge A. Zenkovsky, likeS erebrianskii but in contrast to
Ingham and Fennell, attributed the twos tyles to different individuals. Yet he
reversed Serebrianskii’so rder of stylistic composition; namely,as ecular
author,w ho was a “feudal warrior,” and a later redactor,w ho was “some eccle-
siastic from the city of Vladimir.” For his determination that a military tale
written by a warrior is at the core of the Life,Z enkovskyc ited three pieces of
evidence: (1) the title, “Tale of the Life and Courage of Prince Alexander,” is
uncommon for a saint’sl ife; (2) the author’sr eﬂection on the demise of
Alexander—“Am an may leave the house of his father but he cannot leave the
house of his good lord; and if he has to, he should share the cofﬁn with
him”—is beﬁtting of someone who owed secular allegiance to Alexander; and
(3) the description by the author of the particulars of the deeds of those in
Alexander’sa rmy shows that whoeverw rote the Tale “[p]robably . . . knew
manyo ft he prince’sw arriors . . . .”T he redactor,i nZ enkovsky’sv iew,
inserted quotations from and allusions to the Bible while altering the
________________________________
4 Iu. K. Begunov, Pamiatnik russkoi literatury XIII veka “Slovo o pogibeli Russkoi
zemli” (Moscow: Nauka, 1965), 168.
5 Begunov, Pamiatnik,1 69.
6 Fennell, “Literature of the Tatar Period,”1 10–111.
7 Fennell, “Literature of the Tatar Period,”1 13. Vilho Mansikka and S. A.
Bugoslavskii had previously mentioned this possibility.V ilho Mansikka, “Zhitie Alek-
sandra Nevskogo (Razbor redaktsii i teksty),” Pamiatniki drevnei pis’mennosti,1 80 (St.
Petersburg, 1913), 43; S. A. Bugoslavskii, “K voprosu o pervonachal′nom tekste zhitiia
vel. kn. Aleksandra Nevskogo,” Izvestiia Otdeleniia russkogoi azyka i slovesnosti
Imperatorskoi Akademii nauk,1 9( 1915): 277.44 D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67
“narrative and stylistic unity” and rearranging things in an unsystematic man-
ner.8
In 1979, A. D. Stokes, after discussing the arguments for and aginst their
being genre of military tales in early Rus′,p roposed that the Life of Alexander
Nevskii had been originally written as a military tale that is no longer extant.
According to Stokes, military tales may not have conveyed “a religious mes-
sage.”O nce, however, the land of Rus′ fully adopted Orthodoxy,“ the defend-
ers of Rus′ became also defenders of the faith, their martial exploits could
acquire a religious signiﬁcance.”9 He hypothesized that military tales “that
praised the exploits of long-dead heroes in long forgotten struggles would
hardly have been of interest to later copyists” so theym odiﬁed them for “con-
temporary purposes.”A sa r esult, in his view, nop ure military tale is extant,
butt heye xist in “adapted ‘adulterated’” form in which “it is difﬁcult nowt o
discern the true nature of the genre behind layers of later accretions.”10
In the present article, I takef urther Stokes’ proposal that the Life of
Alexander Nevskii developed from a military tale by attempting to reconstruct
that no-longer-extant version of the tale. In contrast to the example of the Tale
of the Destruction of Riazan′,w hich Likhachev, Fennell, and Stokes saw
developing from a bare chronicle account to military tale to a religious tale, I
propose that the military tale was used as the basis for the chronicle tale about
the saintliness of the life of Alexander Nevskii. The chronicle tale was later
modiﬁed into the First Redaction of the Life.I na ddition, I incorporate
Zenkovsky’ss uggestion that a secular author and a subsequent ecclesiastical
redactor were responsible for the composition of the work we knowa st he Life
of Alexander Nevskii.I nd oing so, I am not denying the possibility that one
________________________________
8 Serge A. Zenkovsky, ed., Medieval Russia’sE pics, Chronicles, and Tales,r evised
and enlarged edition (NewY ork: E. P.D utton, 1974), 224–225.
9 A. D. Stokes, “What Is a Voinskaia Povest′?,” Canadian-American Slavic Studies
13, nos. 1–2 (1979): 50.
10 Stokes, “What Is a Voinskaia Povest′?,”5 1. Likhachevp rovides the developmental
stages of the Tale about the Destruction of Riazan′ in Voinskie povesti drevnei Rusi,e d.
V. P.A drianova-Peretts (Moscow: Akademiia nauk SSSR, 1949), 123–142; D. S.
Likhachev, “Lituraturnaia sud′ba ‘Povesti o razorenii Riazani Batyem’,” Issledovaniia i
materialy po drevnerusskoi literatue,e d. V.D .K uz′mina (Moscow: Akademiia nauk
SSSR, 1961), 9–22; and D. S. Likhachev, “Ki storii slozheniia ‘Povesti o razorenii
Riazani Batyem’,” Arkheograﬁcheskii sbornik za 1962 god (K 70-letiiu akademika M.
N. Tikhomirova) (Moscow: Akademiia nauk SSSR, 1963), 48–51. Cf. John Fennell,
“‘Military Tales’ of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries,”i nF ennell and Stokes,
Early Russian Literature,8 8–96.D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67 45
writer—whether secular or ecclesiastic— could write in both secular and
hagiographic styles. Ia ms aying, however, that, in this particular case, the cir-
cumstance that the secular passages together form a coherent unity (see
below), the positioning and wording of the pious sentiments in an awkward
manner in relation to the secular passages, and certain structural peculiarities
of the Life tend to corroborate Zenkovsky’sh ypothesis of a secular author and
ecclesiastical redactor.I have argued elsewhere that the author wrote a secular
tale sometime between 1263 (the year of death of Alexander) and the 1290s
when the author would have been in his 50s (if one supposes he had been a
young man in his 20s in the 1260s). I based this age estimate on the opening
lines of the Tale concerning howh eh ad been an eyewitness, while growing
up, to some of the events he describes and that he obtained other information
about Alexander from “my fathers” (“ot&￿otec/￿svoix& ”).11 The author
also claims that he heard about the details of the Battle on the Neva “from my
Lord the Grand Prince Alexander and from others who at that time took part in
that battle.”
Fennell cited of twop ious motif interpolations, but one can ask how
manym ore of the pious expressions were added during the process of redact-
ing the Tale into the Life.M yr esulting hypothetical reconstructions (see
appendices A and B) are an experiment in progress. I wanted to see howm uch
of the religious wording and other interpolations of the Life it was possible to
eliminate and still have a textt hat made sense. Somewhat surprisingly,If ound
that all the religious components could be dispensed with and a coherent nar-
rative remain. Whether the original military tale about Alexander Nevskii had
no, a few, orm anyr eligious components I cannot say.S ome scholars may
consider this exercise to be pointless, for theym ay,a sI ngham and Fennell did,
see only one author of the Life,w hich was written then as a complete work at
one time (although Fennell does seem to imply a kind of two-step process
could have been involved). Other scholars may agree that twoi ndividuals—an
author of the core military tale and a redactor who added hagiographic
phrases—are involved but are unwilling to accept that the military tale was
written without anye xpression of pious sentiments. Theya re welcome to add
back religious components as theys ee ﬁt, but I hope that, when doing so, they
will provide reasons for what theya re restoring.
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11 See my “Redating the Life of Alexander Nevskii,” in Rude & Barbarous Kingdom
Revisited: Essays in Russian History and Culturei nH onor of Robert O. Crummey,
edited by Chester Dunning, Russell E. Martin, and Daniel Rowland (Bloomington, IN:
Slavica, 2008), 23–39.46 D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67
The First Redaction of the Life is extant in full or in part in 13 MS copies
(one of which dates to 1377, twoo fw hich date to the second half of the ﬁf-
teenth century,s ev ent ot he sixteenth century,a nd three to the seventeenth cen-
tury). The MSS that contain the First Redaction of the Life are listed here in
alphabetical order according to the sigla that Begunova ssigned them:12
– A =R GB, sobranie Moskovskoi dukhovnoi akademii, fond 173, = 208
[ca. 1550];
– Ar =G AAO, sobranie rukopisnykh knig, = 18 [1550–1575];
– B =G IM, sobranie E. V.B arsova, = 1413 [ca. 1600];
– V =R GB, sobranie Iosifo-Volokolamskogo monastyria, fond 113, = 523
[1550–1575];
– L =I RLI, R. IV,o p. 24, = 26 [ca. 1550];
– Lv =R NB, F.I V. = 2, fols. 168–169
v [1377] (ﬁrst part only);13
– M =G IM, Muzeiskoe sobranie, = 1706 [1550–1575];
– O =R GB, sobranie A. N. Ovchinnikova, fond 209, = 281 [ca. 1650];
– P =G APO, sobranie Pskovo-Pecherskogo monastyria, fond 449, = 60
[1450–1475] (beginning and end only);
– Pg =R NB, sobranie M. P.P ogodina, = 641 [1550–1575];
– Ps =G IM, Sinodal′noe sobranie, = 154, fols. 156–162
v [end of 15th cen-
tury];14
– R =R GB, sobranie Olonetskoi seminarii, fond 212, = 15 [1625–1650];
– U =G IM, sobranie A. S. Uvarova, = 279 [1650–1675].
Five versions of the First Redaction of the Life of Alexander Nevskii
have been published.15 In 1882, Archimandrite Leonid (L. A. Kavelin) pub-
lished the Life from the MS.M oscowE cclesiastical Academy (MDA), no. 208
________________________________
12 Begunov, Pamiatnik,1 6–17, 159, and “Arkheograﬁcheskii obzor,” 195–212.
13 Laurentian Chronicle. Fort he best publication, see PSRL,v ol. 1, 2
nd ed.
(Leningrad: Akademiia nauk SSSR, 1926), vyp. 1: cols. 477–481; reprint edition in
PSRL,v ol. 1 (Moscow: Iazyki russkoi kul′tury,2 001).
14 Synod copyo fP skov IIC hronicle. For the best publication, see Pskovskie letopisi,
2v ols., ed. A. N. Nasonov( Moscow: Akademiia nauk SSSR, 1940, 1955), 2: 11–16;
reprint edition in PSRL,v ols. 4–5 (Moscow: Iazyki russkoi kul′tury,2 000).
15 Foral ist, see Iu. K. Begunov, “Kv oprosu ob izucheniia Zhitiia Aleksandra
Nevskogo,” TODRL 17 (1962): 348–349.D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67 47
(A ).16 In 1913, Vilho Mansikka also published the Life from A .17 Neither
Leonid nor Mansikka provided a critical apparatus of readings from other
copies. In 1915, Serebrianskii published P and R in parallel columns with
variants from A .18
Also in 1915, S. A. Bugoslavskii, in a reviewo fM ansikka’sb ook pro-
vided the ﬁrst publication of the Life with a critical apparatus of readings from
multiple copies.19 Bugoslavskii used Mansikka’sd iplomatic edition of A as
his copyt exta nd provided variants from sevenc opies: Lv  Ps  and P from
already published versions; Pg from the MS;a nd V  R ,a nd U from readings
for those copies that Mansikka gav e in his monograph. Bugoslavskii noted
that, because Mansikka did not provide all the readings from V  R ,a nd U ,h is
(Bugoslavskii’s) readings from those MSS “are not able to be fully exact.”20
Instead of altering the copyt ext, Bugoslavskii separately proposed three pages
of improvements to it.21 In suggesting these improvements, Bugoslavskii
depended mainly on agreements of Lv and Ps where Lv is extant, and on
agreements of Ps and Pg where Lv is not extant. Begunovw as dismissive of
Bugoslavskii’sp ublication: “The attempt of S. A. Bugoslavskii at publishing
the ‘original’ redaction of the Life according to the Academy copy( MS.G BL,
MDA, = 208, XVI c.) with introduced variants from other copies is hardly
able to be considered successful.”22 Furthermore: “The publication of S. A.
Bugoslavskii was not exact: the variants are provided from the cited text in
Mansikka’sm onograph and not from the manuscripts.”23 This criticism is a lit-
tle harsh since Bugoslavskii acknowledged that the readings for three of the
copies he used were incomplete and based on whateverh ec ould glean from
Mansikka’sc omparisons, but the readings for the other four were complete,
being based on three published versions and one de visu examination of the
MS.F or 50 years, until Begunov’se ditions superceded it in 1965,
________________________________
16 Archimandrite Leonid, Skazanie o podvigakh i zhizni sv.b lagovernogo velikogo
kniazia AleksandraN evskogo,( St. Petersburg, 1882).
17 Vilho Mansikka, “Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo (Razbor redaktsii i teksty),” Pami-
atniki drevnei pis’mennosti,1 80 (St. Petersburg, 1913).
18 Serebrianskii, Drevne-russkie kniazheskie zhitiia,T eksty,1 09–120.
19 Bugoslavskii, “K voprosu o pervonachal′nom tekste Zhitiia velikogo kniazia Alek-
sandra Nevskogo,” Izvestiia Otdeleniia russkogoi azyka i slovesnosti Imperatorskoi
akademii nauk 19 (1915): 277–289.
20 Bugoslavskii, “K voprosu,”2 69–270.
21 Bugoslavskii, “K voprosu,”2 74–276.
22 Begunov, “Kv oprosu,”3 49, fn. 5.
23 Begunov, Pamiatnik,1 3.48 D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67
Bugoslavskii’sw as the best critical edition of the First Redaction available but
wasr arely cited.
In 1947, V.I .M alyshevp ublished a diplomatic edition of L with facsim-
iles of the ﬁrst three folios (fol. 317–318).24 In 1965, in an analysis of the rela-
tionship of the Slovo o pogibele russkoi zemli to the Life of Alexander Nevskii,
the researcher Iu. K. Begunovf ocused solely on the First Redaction of the
Life.I no rder to depict the relationship of the known-by-that-time 13 copies
of the First Redaction, Begunovc onstructed a three-branch stemma codicum
in which Lv occupied its own distinct branch (see ﬁgure 1).25
14th c.
15th c.
16th c.
17th c.
Figure1Begunov’ss temma for the Life of Alexander Nevskii
arxetip
Lv
Ps
U
B
R
Pg
L
P
A Ar V M
O
The readings of Lv ,t hus, should have equal status in determining the
archetype with the readings of the common protograph of BPsRU ,o no ne
________________________________
24 V. I.M alyshev, “Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo (Po rukopisi seredinyX VI v.,
Grebenshchikovskoi staroobriadcheskoi obshchinyv g .R ige),” TODRL 5( 1947):
188–193.
25 Begunov, Pamiatnik,6 5.D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67 49
hand, and AArVLMOPPg ,o nt he other hand. Begunovp rovided twoe dited
versions of the text of the Life.I nt he ﬁrst version, he presented a diplomatic
edition of Ps with a full critical apparatus containing variant readings from
the other 12 MS copies.26 He corrected Ps only when he thought there was a
scribal error in it. In the second version, Begunov“ reconstructed” what he
considered to be a text closer to the archetype of the Life than anys ingle MS.
He used Ps as his copyt exta nd provided readings from other MSS only when
he changed it.27 Begunovd id not followh is stemma in his reconstruction of
the Life.F or example, he added the word “domo￿adec/ ”a fter the phrase
“Pone￿e￿slywax￿ot￿otec/￿svoix ,” int he introductory paragraph of his
reconstruction (187.3), although that word is testiﬁed to only by B and R .B y
the rules of stemmatics it could not have been in the archetype for it would
require positing an independent dropping of that word in three different places
in Begunov’ss temma—in Lv ,i nt he protograph of Ps and U ,a nd in the proto-
graph of the right branch. As a result of this and similar counter-stemmatic
changes,28 his “reconstruction” turns out to be further from the archetype than
his diplomatic edition of Ps .29
________________________________
26 Begunov, Pamiatnik,1 58–180.
27 Begunov, Pamiatnik,1 87–194.
28 See, in particular,a dding “be ”i n1 87.12 on the basis of U ,a dding “￿e ”i n1 89.55
on the basis of BR ,c hanging “ot￿Nemec/ ”t o“ ix ”i n1 90.12 on the basis of MArU ,
adding “b￿we ”i n1 91.25 on the basis of LU ,c hanging “Gospodi ”t o“ Bo￿e ”i n
191.28 on the basis of BR ,a dding “￿ ”i n1 91.39 on the basis of U ,a dding “vr izax￿so
kresty ”i n1 91.41–42 on the basis of BRU ,c hanging “ix ”t o“ ￿ ”i n1 92.50 on the
basis of LBRU ,c hanging “i￿e￿b￿￿emu ”t o“ emu￿￿e￿b￿ ”i n1 92.52–53 on the basis
of RU ,a dding “na￿ mir￿ +edrotami ”i n1 92.70–71 on the basis of BR ,a dding
“mira ”i n1 92.72 on the basis of BR ,a dding “u￿it& ”i n1 92.73 on the basis of BR ,
changing “divna ”t o“ slavna ”i n1 93.75 on the basis of LBR ,a dding “car￿ ”i n
193.81 on the basis of BR ,a dding “gospodn￿ ”i n1 93.82 on the basis of BR ,a dding
“do￿vozwestvi￿￿nba￿nebesa ”i n1 93.83–84 on the basis of BR ,a dding “U￿e￿bo￿ne
obr￿+ets￿￿takovuj￿kn￿z/￿ni￿edin&￿v￿zemli￿Su￿dal/stej ”i n1 94.83–84 on
the basis of BR ,a dding “t￿￿ka ”i n1 94.99 on the basis of R ,c hanging “24”t o“ 23
den/ ”i n1 94.3–4 on the basis of PLBRU ,c hanging “xot￿ ”t o“ xotesta ”i n1 94.5 on
the basis of R ,a dding “Bogu￿￿e￿nawemu￿slava , proslavl/wemu￿sv￿ta￿￿svo￿￿v
veki￿vekom& . Amin/ ”i n1 94.8–8 on the basis of PLU .
29 In 1969, Begunovr eprinted this version as a plain text in his “Zhitie Aleksandra
Nevskogo,”o nt he even-numbered pages in “Izbornik.”S bornik proizvedenii literatury
drevnei Rusi,e d. L. A. Dmitrieva nd D. S. Likhachev( Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia lit-
eratura, 1969), 328–343. It has no italics where he had changed his copyt ext, no foot-
notes, and no ﬁnal hard signs on words. A translation into modern Russian appears on50 D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67
In 1997, Michele Colucci reassessed Begunov’ss temma and, although
accepting for the most part the relationship of copies that Begunovp roposed,
made one major adjustment. Colucci moved Lv to the right
(AArVLMOPPg )b ranch of the stemma (see ﬁgure 2). Thus, he argued, in
effect, that Lv should not be giveni ts own equal status with the other two
branches in determining primary readings, but that Lv and AArVLMOPPg
(his pal )t ogether determine readings that are equal in status to those of
BPsRU (his ur ). He attributed those cases where the readings of ur agree
with Lv against those of AArVLMOPPg to a secondary contaminative inﬂu-
ence of Lv on ur .30 In addition, he attributes the agreements P and L with Ps
and U to a contamination of p on u .C olucci pointed out that Begunovd id not
use his own stemma in reconstructing the text of the Life.31 Not using a
stemma, event hough one was diagrammed, usually with the designation “a
schema of the relationship of copies,”w as typical for Soviet textology,w hich,
following D. S. Likhachev, held that a using a stemma to help determine read-
ings was “mechanistic textology.”32 Colucci also expressed doubt about
 
the odd-numbered facing pages. In 1981, for the series Pamiatniki literatury drevnei
Rusi,V .I .O khotnikovar eprinted Begunov’sr econstruction of the text of the First
Redaction of the Life from his Pamiatnik with a commentary.“ Zhitie Aleksandra
Nevskogo, editing, translation, and commentary by V.I .O khotnikova, in Pamiatniki lit-
eratury drevnei Rusi: XIII vek,e d. L. A. Dmitrieva nd D. S. Likhachev( Moscow: Khu-
dozhestvennaia literatura, 1981), 426–439, 602–606.
30 M. Koluchchi [Michele Colucci], “Pervonachal′naia redaktsiia ‘Zhitiia Aleksandra
Nevskogo’: zametki po istorii teksta,” TODRL 50 (1997): 252–260. Colucci’sc ases of
when Lv =pa /= ur are 162.8–11, 166.92–99, 167.42–43, 167.45–47, 167.51, 167.62–63,
and 168.88–92. Of these, all but the ﬁrst involveal acuna in the left-branch’s Ps and U ,
which presupposes their absent readings had theye xisted would have agreed with those
of B and R .E venC olucci’sﬁ rst case is not entirely solid since O of the right branch
agrees with B and R of the left. Colucci’sc ases of when Lv =ur /= pa are 160.53,
161.17, 161.28, 161.51, 163.97–100, 163.1–2, 165.41, 165.52, 166.93, 166.6, 166.12,
167.18, and 168.12. Of these, 166.93, 166.6, 166.12, and 167.18 also involveal acuna
in Ps and U ,a nd 165.52 involves an idiosyncratic reading of Ps .T he idiosyncratic
readings of Lv that Colucci considers to have “real editorial signiﬁcance” he givesa s
166.8–86, 166.1–5, 166.97–99, and 167.25–26. Colucci numbers his cases according
to the page number and variant of Begunov’sc ritical edition (Begunov, Pamiatnik,
158–180).
31 Koluchchi, “Pervonachal′naia redaktsiia ‘Zhitiia Aleksandra Nevskogo’,”2 53.
32 See the section titled “Krizis literaturovedcheskoi mekhanicheskoi tekstologii,”i n
D. S. Likhachev, Tekstologiia. Na materiale russkoi literatury X–XVII vv.,1
st ed.
(Moscowa nd Leningrad: Akademiia nauk SSSR, 1962), 6–20; 2
nd ed. (Leningrad:D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67 51
Begunov’su se of a “codexi nterpositus”—that is, a hypothetical intervening
copy“ between a manuscript (or group of manuscripts) and its protograph”
(253). Use of such an intervening copyb etween the archetype and the readings
suggested by the MS copies was also characteristic of Soviet textology.I t
allowed the modern editor to overrule the testimonyo ft he MS copies by claim-
ing readings for the archetype that were not supported by the MSS.
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Figure2Colucci’ss temma for the Life of Alexander Nevskii
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Here I will limit myself to discussing brieﬂy howIe dited the text and
whyIc hose to place Lv above the common protograph of all the other copies.
In editing a text for publication, an editor has several options, which are
dependent on the goal of the edition and on the relationship of the extant
manuscripts to each other.A sIw rote recently in the journal Kritika:
If one copyi sc learly best representative oft he archetype or authorial text, then
it should be used as the copyt exta nd variants provided from the other copies
only to showt he history of the development of the text. If no single copyi sb est
and if the manuscript tradition is “open” (i.e., no clear genealogical relationship
 
Nauka, 1983), 8–24; 3
rd ed. (St. Petersburg: Aleteiia, 2001), 14–29.52 D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67
can be established among the copies), then picking and choosing readings from
different copies based on the knowledge, skill, and intuition of the editor is to be
preferred. If the manuscript tradition is “closed” (i.e., a clear genealogical rela-
tionship can be determined), then a stemma should be used.33
In the case of the First Redaction of the Life of Alexander Nevskii,w eh av e a
hybrid situation in regard to the MSS.F or the ﬁrst 44.5% of the text of the Life,
in my opinion, a “best” copye xists in Lv ,b ut the last 55.5% of the text of the
Life is missing in that copy. For the remainder of the text of the Life to the end,
ac losed tradition exists whereby no one copyi sd emonstrably better than all
the others, although a clear genealogical relationship can be established. Thus,
for the last part of the text, I resorted to a stemma to help determine the “best”
(i.e., closest to the archetype) reading.
In Appendix A, I present my reconstruction of the First Redaction
archetype. For the most part, my reconstruction is similar to the version of the
First Redaction that Begunove dited and published in 1965. It differs from his
version in twom ajor respects. First, I used Lv for the copyt extf or the ﬁrst
part of the text and resorted to a stemma for the last part, whereas Begunov
used Ps as his copyt extt hroughout. Second, my understanding of the rela-
tionship of the MS copies to each other differs from his (see ﬁgure 3). As a
result, in particular choice of words and phrases, I accepted the primacyo f
readings in the MS copies in a different hierarchical order; namely,w here Lv is
extant, I accepted the reading of Lv except to correct scribal accidentals; oth-
erwise, I considered γ and δ to be of theoretical equal value in determining β.
In practice, δ tends to represent β more often. As Colucci demonstrated the
readings of right-branch MSS are more often closer to Lv than are those of left-
branch MSS.T he agreements of Lv with pa that Colucci sees as placing Lv in
the right branch of the stemma might better be understood as occurrences of
agreements of the right-branch copies with the primary reading of Lv (α).
Thus, where Lv is not extant, I tended to favort he agreements of δ (agree-
ments of Pg , L  and P )o ver γ (agreements of Ps  U  B  and R ), when the
twod isagree. Finally,Ir arely looked to LP alone or AArBMO ,e xcept
________________________________
33 Reviewo fS .A .B ugoslavskii, Tekstologiia drevnei Rusi,2v ols., compiled by Iu.
A. Artamanov, vol. 1: Po vest′ vremennykh let,v ol. 2: Drevnerusskie literaturnye
proizvedeniia o Borise and Glebe,M oscow: Iazyki slavianskikh kul′tur,2 006–2007; A.
L. Nikitin, Tekstologiia russkikh letopisei XI–nachala XIV vv.,v ypusk 1: Kievo-Pecher-
skoe letopisanie do 1112 goda,M oscow: Minuvshee, 2006; Galitsko-Volynskaia
letopis′.T ekst. Kommentarii. Issledovanie,c ompiled by N. F.K otliar,V .I u. Franchuk,
and A. G. Plakhonin, under the editorship of N. F.K otliar,S t. Petersburg: Aleteiia,
2005, in Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 9, no. 4 (2008): 940.D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67 53
insofar as theya gree with Pg or are able to correct some scribal accidental in
Pg .I nt he case of certain readings, this represents an almost complete reversal
of Begunov’sh ierarchical placement and results in a reconstruction that is
closer to the text that would result from Bugoslavskii’sp roposed
improvements than either to Begunov’sc ritical apparatus version or to his
reconstruction. I also see contamination of the common protograph (θ)o f
PsU on the common protograph (ε)o f LP ,w hereas Colucci sawt he contami-
nation going in the opposite direction. Although I agree with Colucci in gen-
eral terms concerning the dangers of using a codexi nterpositus,Ip ropose hav-
ing β as in effect an intervening hypothetical copyb etween the MSS and α is
justiﬁed here.
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Figure3My preferred stemma for the Life of Alexander Nevskii
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When turning the military tale into a saint’st ale, the fourteenth-century
redactor inserted news ections (indicated as the italicized parts in Appendix
A). But, ev ent hen in the second half of the ﬁfteenth century,t hree additional
sections were interpolated (indicated with the bracketed designations C-1, C-2,
and C-3 in Appendix A). To ward the end of the Tale,“ am ighty khan of the
Eastern Country” summons Alexander to him (section A-1 below). Then
Alexander goes to Vladimir with his army.N ewso fh is coming reaches the54 D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67
mouth of the VolgaR iv er, and the Moabite women frighten their children,
warning them of Alexander’sc oming (C-1). He receivest he blessing of Met-
ropolitan Kirill to go to the khan (B-1). Alexander goes to the khan who hon-
ors him and lets him go (A-2). No explicit description of Alexander’sr eturn
from the khan is giveni nt he text of the Life at this point, as the reader is left
to construe from the ensuing section that he did return. In that section, Khan
Batu gets angry at Alexander’sb rother,A ndrei, and sends his general Nevruy
to devastate the Suzdalian land (C-2).34 Alexander rebuilds the cities and
churches and returns the refugees to their homes. From Alexander’sr ebuild-
ing activities, the reader can suppose that Alexander had returned from his
visit to the khan, unless he undertook the rebuilding of Rus′ cities and
churches from Sarai. Aq uotation from Isaiah 1: 16, 17, 23 and 56: 1–2 and a
peroration about howG od had endowed the land “with wealth and glory” fol-
lows.
Then the reader is told about the sending of a letter by the Pope to
Alexander asking to be allowed to send twoc ardinals to instruct him in
Catholicism, but Alexander turns the request down (B-2). In the next section,
“foreign peoples” (inoplemenniki)a re violently forcing the Rus′ to servei nt he
ranks of the army,b ut Alexander goes to the khan and pleads with him not to
drive his people into misery (C-3). The description that Alexander “went”
(poide)t ot he khan is another indication in the Life that Alexander had
returned from his previous trip. In the next section Alexander sends his son
Dmitrii to the Western country,w here he conquers some German land and
takes the city of Iur′ev returning with prisoners and booty.T he Life then
abruptly begins to describe Alexander’sr eturn from the khan without transi-
tion. After the previous section describing Dmitrii’sc ampaign in the Western
country,t he α reading merely states: “Kn￿z/￿ velikyj￿ Aleksandr&
vzyde￿ot&￿inoplemennik& ”( “Grand Prince Alexander went from the for-
eign peoples”). PsBRU attempt to smooth the transition from the previous
section by adding the phrase “Otec/￿￿e￿ego ”( “His father”) at the beginning
of the sentence.
The general assumption among scholars is that transmission of the text
of the Life remained stable for almost 200 years after it was ﬁrst composed,
from ca. 1280s to the second half of the ﬁfteenth century and that the First
Redaction represents the late thirteenth-century version. Only then did
________________________________
34 As Zenkovskyp ointed out, the campaign of Nevruy against Andrei Iaroslavich
occurred under Batu’ss uccessor Sartaq. Zenkovsky, Medieval Russia’sE pics, Chroni-
cles, and Tales,2 33, fn. 27. For an analysis of the chronicle accounts of this campaign,
see my “The Tatar Campaign of 1252,” Palaeoslavica 17, no. 2 (2009): 46–64.D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67 55
transmission become volatile with the text undergoing manyc hanges overt he
course of the next 100 or so years. I have proposed that the text originally
composed in the second half of the thirteenth century underwent a major trans-
formation in the mid to late fourteenth century.W hat resulted was a sequence
of nested insertions within a foundational layer framework; that is, these inter-
polations may have occurred in the mid to late ﬁfteenth century when the First
Redaction was created. Ih av e designated that foundational layer with the let-
ter “A”, the ﬁrst layer of insertions with the letter “B”, and the second (later)
layer with the letter “C”.
A-1: The khan summons Alexander
C-1: At the death of his father Iaroslav, Alexander goes to
the city of Vladimir and news reaches the mouth of the
Volga. Moabite women frighten their children by saying
“Alexander the prince is coming.”
B-1: Alexander consults with Metropolitan Kirill who givesh im his
blessing to go.
A-2: Alexander goes to the khan, who renders him honor and lets him go.
C-2: Batu gets angry at Andrei and sends the general
Nevruy with an army to ravage the Suzdal′ land. Prince
Alexander rebuilds the destroyed churches and the cities
gathering the home of the people who had ﬂed during the
invasion. Quotation from Isaiah.
B-2: The Pope writes to Alexander wanting to send twoc ardinals to
teach him about the Catholic faith, but Alexander turns his request
down.
C-3: The foreign people were violent forcing the Rus′ to
servei nt he ranks of the army,b ut Alexander goes to the
Khan and pleads with him not to drive his people into mis-
ery.
B-3: Alexander sends his son Dmitrii against the Western land.
Dmitrii conquers some of the German land and takes the city of
Iur′ev,r eturning to Novgorod with prisoners and booty.
A-3: Alexander returns from “the foreign people” (“ot&￿ inople -
mennik& ”), goes to Nizhnii Novgorod, then Gorodets where he falls ill and
dies.
Thus, if one reads sections A-1 / A-2 / A-3 one after the other,o ne has a com-
plete narrative:A lexander is summoned by the khan, he goes to the khan, is56 D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67
honored, and returns from the khan. This sequence is what I posit was the way
the Tale originally read; that is, the foundational layer.T he second (B-1),
fourth (B-2), and sixth (B-3) interpolations were most likely added in the four-
teenth century (pre-1377) when the military tale was turned into a saint’st ale.
Thus, one can read the sequence as A-1 / B-1 / A-2 / B-2 / B-3 / A-3 for the
sequence as it probably was in the continuation of Lv .T he ﬁrst (C-1), third
(C-2), and the ﬁfth (C-3) interpolations were most likely added in the
post-1448 period, when anti-Tatar rhetoric begant op ervade Church literature
about the steppe people.35 That is the sequence of the First Redaction as we
nowh av e it.
Fort he sakeo fc onsistency, I normalized the text throughout, which
includes standardizing spelling, expanding abbreviations, adding front and
back yers after superscript consonants in ﬁnal position, and inserting modern
punctuation. I have not provided variant readings, for which one may consult
the diplomatic edition of Ps with critical apparatus that Begunove dited and
published in 1965. Those parts that I believe were added to the Tale to trans-
form it into a Life are italicized. In Appendix B, I provide an English transla-
tion of the non-italicized parts; that is, of the Tale as it may have existed
before attempts were made in the fourteenth century to turn the military tale
into a saint’st ale. Here we see a spare but structurally well-organized Tale
with an introduction, in which the “thematic clue” is a story about a brave
ruler; in this case, the Emperor Vespasian. Then followt hree stories—the ﬁrst
involves a ruler from the Northern Country,t he second involves a ruler from
the Western Country,t he third involves a ruler from the Eastern Country.T he
Tale closes with Alexander’sd eath and a lament by the author.I nto this foun-
dational layer were added religious sentiments, biblical allusions and quota-
tions, and digressive stories in the mid-fourteenth century to maket he saint’s
________________________________
35 See my Muscovy and the Mongols,2 3, 138–141, 164–247. Ac ase in point is the
treatment of Nevruy’sc ampaign in the chronicles. Early chronicles either do not men-
tion it or state that he went against Andrei Iaroslavich and chased him beyond the sea.
The Suzdal′ Chronicle adds that “the Tatars scattered overt he land” (presumably in
search of Andrei) and “caused much misery when theyl eft” (presumably because of
the manyc aptives, horses, and cattle theyt ook). Later chronicles state that Nevruy
went against the Suzdal′ land as well. PSRL 1( 2nd ed., 1928), col. 524; 3 (2nd ed.,
2000), 304; 6.1 (2nd ed., 2000), col. 327; 7: 159; 10: 138; 42: 118. Cf. John Fennell,
“Andrej Jaroslavi ˇ ca nd the Struggle for Power in 1252: An Investigation of the
Sources,” Russia Medievalis 1( 1973): 49–63.D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67 57
tale, almost half of which appears in Lv ,a nd then into the First Redaction in
the second half of the ﬁfteenth century.
Appendix A
 itie Aleksandra Nevskogo : Perva￿￿redakci￿ (rekonstrukci￿ )
Togo æe l ta . Prestavis￿￿velikyi￿kn￿z/￿Aleksandr&￿syn&
￿roslavl/ . Ska￿em&￿ ￿e￿ mu￿stvo￿ i￿ ￿it/e￿ ego . OG ospodin 
na emq  Isus   Xrist   Syn   Boæqi  azw  xudyi  gr  nyi
nedostoinyi na ina  pisati æitqe velikogo kn z  Aleksandra
syna   roslavl   vnuka  Vsevoloæa pone￿e￿ slywax&￿ ot&￿ otec/
svoix&￿i￿samovidec/￿esm&￿v&zrastu ego i radw byxw ispov dalw
sv toe æitqe i  estnoe i slavnoe no  ko æe Prito nis  re e  V
zloxitru du   ne vnidetw pr mudrostq na vysokyxw bo kraixw
estq  posred   æe  stezq  sto  etq  pri  vrat xw  silnyxw
pris ditq  .36 A e  i  grubw  esmw  umomw  molitvo   sv toe
Gospoæi  Bogorodici  posp  enqe  sv tago  kn z   Alexsandra
na atokw poloæ  .
Si￿ b￿￿ kn￿z/￿ Aleksandr& Bogomq ro￿en&￿ ot&￿ otca
milostil bca i muæel bca paky æe krotkago kn￿z￿￿velikogo
￿roslava￿i￿materi sv toe Fedos/i .  ko æe re e Isai  prorokw
 Tako glagoletq Gospodq  “Kn zi azw u in   sv  eni bo sutq azw
voæ  37   ”  .38 Voistinu bez Boæq  bo povel nq  ne b  kn æenqe ego .
No￿i￿v&zrast&￿ego￿pa￿e￿in￿x￿￿elovek& , ig las￿ego —￿ky￿truba￿v
narod￿ il ice  ego —aki  lice  Iosifa 39 iæe  b   postavilw  ego
Egipetqskyi  cesarq  vtogago  cesar   vw  Egipt  . Sila  b 
ego — astq otw sily Samson  . Dalw b  emu Bogw premudrostq
Solomon  ix rabr/stvo￿ ￿e￿ aky￿ cesar￿￿ Rim/skago￿ Espiinana
i￿e￿b￿￿pl￿nil&￿vs￿￿Pod&i￿d￿isku￿￿zeml￿￿i￿n￿gd￿￿ispol￿is￿
k&￿ gradu￿ Atapatu￿ pristupiti￿ i￿ wedwe￿ gra￿ane￿ i￿ ouvid￿wa
polk&￿ego , io stas￿￿edin& , i , v&zvrati￿silu￿ix&￿ko￿vratom&￿ko
gradnym& , iposm￿￿s￿￿ dru￿in￿￿ svoei , iukori￿ ￿ , reka :
\Ostavite￿ m￿￿ edinogo" . Tako￿e￿ i￿ sii￿ kn￿z/￿ Aleksandr&￿ b￿
pob￿￿a￿￿a￿ne￿pob￿dim& .
________________________________
36 Cf. Wisdom 1: 4; Proverbs 8: 2–3.
37 az&￿vo￿￿ changed from av vo￿￿ in Lv .
38 Cf. Isaiah 13: 3.
39 Iosifa changed from Esiva in Lv .58 D. Ostrowski / Russian History 40 (2013)4 1–67
Is ego￿ radi￿ n￿kto￿ silen&￿ ot&￿ Zapadny￿￿ strany￿ i￿e
narica￿s￿￿slugy 40 Bo￿/￿￿ot&￿t￿x&￿pride , xot￿￿vid￿ti￿divnyi
to￿vzrast&￿ego  ko æe drevle cesar  Uæska  prixodw k Solomonu
xot  i  sly ati  premudrostw  ego . Tako￿e￿ i￿ se￿ imenem/
Andr￿￿w/ , vid￿v&￿ kn￿z/￿ Aleksandr&￿ vozvratis￿￿ k￿ svoim&￿ i
re￿e : \Prowed&￿ strany , i￿ zyki , ne￿ vid￿x&￿ takovago￿ i￿ v&
cesar￿￿ni￿v&￿kn￿zix&￿kn￿z￿" .
Se￿ ￿e￿ slywav& , korol/￿ ￿asti￿ Rim/skoe￿ ot&￿ poluno+ny￿
strany , takoe￿mu￿stvo￿kn￿z￿￿Aleksandra￿i￿pomysli￿v￿sob￿ : \Da
poidu￿pl￿n￿￿zeml￿￿Aleksandrovu" . Is obra￿silu￿vel/￿￿napolni
korabl￿￿ mnogy￿ polkov&￿ svoix￿ podvi￿es￿￿ v￿ sil￿￿ ta￿c￿
ispolnis￿￿ duxym/￿ ratnym . Ip ride￿ v￿ r￿ku￿ Nevu￿ watas￿
bezum/em& , posla￿ sly￿ zagordev&s￿￿ ko￿ kn￿z￿￿ Aleksandru￿ v
Nov&gorod&￿re￿e : \A+e￿mo￿ewi￿protivitis￿￿mn￿￿to￿se￿esm&￿zd￿
u￿e￿pl￿n￿￿tvo￿" .
Aleksandr&￿￿e , slywav&￿slovesa￿ix& , razgor￿s￿￿serdcem/ i
vnide v cerkovq sv ty  Sofq   padw na kol nu pred oltaremw 
na a  molitis   so  slezami    Boæe  xvalnyi   i  pravednyi  Boæe
velikyi  i  kr pkyi  Boæe  prev  nyi  sozdavyi  nebo  i  zeml   i
postavi pred ly  zykom i poveli æiti ne prestuna  v   æ 
 astq  .41 Iv wspriimw psalmwnu  p snq re e   Sudi  Gospodi 
obid  im m  vwzbrani bor  ims  so mno   priimi oruæqe i
 itw  stani  v  pomo q  mn   .42 Skon avw  molitvu  vstavw
poklonis   arxiepiskopu . Arxiepiskopw  æe  Spiridonw
blagoslevesi  ego  i  otpusti . On  æe  vyide  izw  cerkve  utira 
slezy  i na a kr piti druæinu svo   i re e   Ne v silaxw Bogw
no v pravd  . Pom nemw P snoslovca “Si vo oruæqi si na konex
my æe vo im  Gospoda Boga na ago prizovemw ti sp ti by a i
pado a my æe vstaxom prosti byxomw ”  .43 Is ir ek&￿poide￿na
ny￿ v￿ mal￿￿ dru￿in￿ , ne￿ so￿dav&s￿￿ so￿ mno￿￿ silo￿￿ svoe￿ , no
upova  na sv ty  Troic  .
(alostno￿￿e￿i￿slywati￿￿ko￿otec/￿ego , ￿estnyi￿￿roslav&
velikyi￿ne￿b￿￿v￿dal&￿takogo￿vstan/￿￿na￿syna￿svoego , milogo
Aleksandra , ni￿onomu￿byst/￿poslati￿kogda￿v￿st/￿k&￿otc￿ : e￿e
bo￿ ratnii￿ pribli￿iwas￿ . T￿m￿e￿ mnozi￿ Novgorodci￿ ne
________________________________
40 slugy added.
41 Deuteronomy 32: 8; 2
nd Kings 19: 15.
42 Psalms 34: 1–2.
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sovokupilis￿￿b￿wa￿pone￿e￿uskori￿kn￿z/￿poiti .
Ip riide  na  ny  vw  denq  vskresenq    na  pam tq  sv tyxw
otecq 600 i 30 byv a  zbora  v  Xalkidon   i  sv to   mu eniku
K rika  i  Ulity  i  sv togo  kn z   Volodimera  krestiv ago
Russku  zeml  im   e æe v ru veliku k t ma mu enikoma
Borisa i Gl ba .
Ib  n ekto  muæq  star i ina  v  zemli  Iæerskoi 44
imenemq  Pelugi  poru eno  æe  bystq  emu  straæa  morqska  .
Vspri t æe sv toe kre enqe i æiv  e posred  rodu svoego pogana
su a . In are no bystq im  ego v sv tymw kre enii Filipw .
 iv  e bogugodno v sredu i v p tok prebyva  vw al b  . T mæe
spodobi ego Bogw vid ti vid nqe stra no vo tw denq . Is kaæemw
vkratc  .
Uvid  a silu ratnyxw  ide protivu kn z  Aleksandra  da
skaæetq emu stany i obrytq  ixw . Sto    æe emu pri krai
mor    streæa et  obo   puti   i  prebystq  vs   no   vo  bd nqi .
 koæe na a vsxoditi solnce i sly a   mw stra enw po mor 
iv id  nasadw edinw grebu q  posred  nasada sto  a mu eniku
Borisa i Gl ba vw odeæaxw  ervlenyxw  i b sta ruc  deræasta
na  ram   grebci  æe  s d xu  aki  mglo   od ni . Ir e e  Borisw 
 Brate  Gl be   poveli  gresti  da  pomoæemq  srodniku  svoemu
Aleksandru vid vw æe takovoe vid nqe i sly a takovyi glasw
otw mu eniku  sto  etw trepetenw  dondeæe nasadw o q  ego .
Potomw  skoro  pri xa  kn zq  Aleksandrw   onw  æe  vid vw
kn z   Aleksandra  radostnyma  o ima  ispov da  emu  edinomu .
Kn zq æe re e   Sego ne rci nikomu  .
Ottol￿￿ pot+av&s￿￿ na￿xa￿ na￿ n/￿ v& 6 ￿as/￿ dne [vl ￿to
6748].45 Byst/￿ s￿￿a￿ velika￿ nad&￿ Riml￿ny , ii zbi￿ mno￿estvo
bes￿isleno￿ ix&￿ i￿ samomy￿ korolevi￿ vzlo￿i￿ pe￿at/￿ na￿ ce
ostrym&￿svoim&￿kop/em/ .
Zd￿￿ ￿e￿ ￿viwas￿ 6 mu￿/￿ xrabryx& [ss am￿m&￿ s￿ nim&￿ is
polku￿ego ].46
Edin&￿ imenem/￿ Gavrilo￿ Aleksi￿/￿ sei 47 na￿xa￿ na￿ wneku
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vid￿v&￿ korolevi￿a￿ m￿a￿ pod￿ ruku￿ i￿ v&z&￿xa￿ po￿ dosc￿￿ i￿ do
samogu￿ korobl￿￿ po￿ nei￿ ￿e￿ xo￿axu￿ s￿ korolevi￿em/￿ i￿e￿ tekowa
pered&￿ nim&￿ a￿ samogo￿ emwe￿ svergowa￿ i￿ s￿ konem&￿ v￿ vodu 48 z
dosky￿i Boæqe  milostq  nevre￿en& 49 byst/￿i￿paki￿na￿xa , i
bis￿￿s￿sam￿m&￿voevodo￿￿seredi￿polku￿ix& .
2 imenem/￿ Sbyslav&￿ ￿kunovi￿/￿ Novgorodec/ , sei 50 na￿xa
mnoga￿dy￿na￿polk&￿ix&￿i￿b/￿wets￿￿edin￿m&￿toporom&￿ne￿im￿￿
straxa￿ v&￿ duwi￿ svoei . Ip ade￿ n￿koliko￿ ot&￿ ruku￿ ego￿ i
podiviwas￿￿sil￿￿i￿xrabr&stvu￿ego .
3-i￿ kov&￿ rodom&￿ Polo￿anin&￿ lov￿ii￿ b￿￿ u￿ kn￿z￿ . Sei 51
na￿xa￿na￿polk&￿s￿me￿em&￿i￿poxvali￿ego￿kn￿z/ .
4 Novgorodec/￿ imenem/￿ M￿wa . Sei 52 p￿w/￿ nate￿e￿ na
korabli￿i￿pogubi .3 korabli￿z￿dru￿ino￿￿svoe￿ .
5-iO t&￿ molodyx&￿ ego￿ imenem/￿ Sava . Sei 53 v&￿xa 54 v
water&￿ velikii , korolev&￿ zolotoverxii￿ i￿ pod&s￿￿e￿ stolp&
waternyi . Polci￿ Aleksandrovi , vid￿vwe￿ watra￿ paden/e
v&zradovawas￿ .
6-iO t&￿ slug&￿ ego￿ imenem/￿ Ratm￿r& . Sei 55 bis￿￿ p￿w/￿ i
ostupiwa￿ i￿ mnozi . On&￿ ￿e￿ ot&￿ mnogyx&￿ ran&￿ pade￿ i￿ tako
skon￿as￿ . Si￿ ￿e￿ vs￿￿ slywax&￿ ot&￿ gospodina￿ svoego￿ velikogo
kn￿z￿￿Aleksandra￿i￿ot&￿in￿x& , i￿e￿v￿to￿vrem￿￿obr￿towas￿￿v
toi￿s￿￿i .
Bystq æe v to vrem    do divno   ko æe vo drevqn   dni pri
Ezekii  cesari   eda  pride  Senaxirimw   Asuriiskyi   cesarq  na
Ierusalemw xot  pl niti 56 gradw sv tyi Erusalemw vnezapu
izide angelw Gospodinq izbi i otw polka Asuriiska 185 tys  q .
Iv wstav e  utro   obr to as   trupq   mertvy  vs  . Takoæe
bystq pri pob d  Aleksandrov   egda pob di korol  obw onw polw
r ky Iææerw  ide æe ne b  proxodno polku Aleksandrovu . Zd 
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obr to a mnogo mnoæestvo izbqenyxw otw angela Gospodin  . I
ostanokw pob æe trupq  mertvyxw svoixw nameta a korabl 
istopo a korabl  v mori . Kn zq æe Aleksandrw vwzvrati as  s
pob do    xvala  i  slava  im   svoego  Tvorca  Otca  i  Syna  i
Sv togo Duxa .
V& 2-e￿el￿to￿ po￿ vozvra+enii￿ s￿ pob￿do￿￿ kn￿z￿
Aleksandrandra , paky￿ pridowa￿ ot&￿ zapadny￿￿ strany￿ i
v&zgradiwa 57 grad&￿ v&￿ ote￿/stv￿￿ Aleksandrov￿ . Kn￿z/￿ ￿e
Aleksandr&￿ izyde￿ na￿ n￿￿ voskore￿ i￿ izver￿e￿ grad&￿ ix&￿ iz
osnovaniia , as amex&￿izv￿wa￿in￿x&￿s￿sobo￿￿privede , ai n xw 
pomilova  otpusti  b  bo milostivw pa e m ry .
Po￿pob￿d￿￿￿e￿Aleksandrov￿ , ￿ko￿pob￿di￿korol￿ , vt retii
god& , vz imnee￿vrem￿ , poide￿na￿zeml￿￿nemecku￿￿v￿sil￿￿velic￿ ,
da￿ne￿xval￿ts￿ , rku+e : \Ukorim&￿Sloven/skyi￿￿zyk&￿ni￿e￿sebe" .
U￿e￿bo￿b￿we￿vz￿t/￿grad&￿Pskov& , it iuny￿u￿nix&￿posa￿eni .
Tex&￿ ￿e￿ kn￿z/￿ Aleksandr￿ izyma￿ i￿ grad&￿ Pskov&￿ svobodi￿ ot&
plena . Az eml￿￿ix&￿povoeva￿i￿po￿￿e￿i￿polona￿vz￿￿bes￿￿isla , a
ov￿x&￿ ixxe￿e . One￿ ￿e , iz￿ gorod& , sovokupiwas￿￿ i￿ r￿wa :
\Poidem&￿ pob￿dim&￿ Aleksandra￿ i￿ imem&￿ ego￿ rukama" . Egda
pribli￿iwasa￿ , ip o￿￿tiwa￿ stra￿ie . Kn￿z/￿ ￿e￿ Aleksandr&
opl&￿ils￿￿i￿poidowa￿protivu￿sebe , in astupiwa￿more￿￿￿d/skoe
oboix&￿mno￿estva . Otec/￿￿e￿ego￿￿roslav&￿poslal&￿b￿￿emu￿na
pomo+/￿ brata￿ men/wago￿ Andr￿￿￿ v&￿ mnoze￿ xrabryx& ,  ko  æe
drevle  u  car   Davyda  silnii   kr pcii . Tako  i  muæi
Aleksandrovy ispolni as  duxa ratna  b xu bo serdca ixw  aky
lvomw   i  r       O  kn æe  na q  dragyi   Nyn   prisp   vr m 
namw poloæiti glavy svo  za t   . Kn zq æe Aleksandro  vozd vw
ruc  na nebo  i re e   Sudi  Boæe  i razsudi pr  mo  otw  zyka
veler  na  i  pomozi  mi   Boæe    ko  æe  drevle  Mois ovi  na
Amalika  i  prad du  moemu   roslavu  na  okaannago
Sv topolka  .58
B   æe  togda  denq  subotnyi   vwsxod s   solnc  
swstupi as   oboi . Ib ystq  s  a  zla  i  truskw  otw  kopii
lomleniia  i  zvukw  otw  me nago  s  eniia    ko  æe mor 
pomerzw   dvignutis   ne b  vid ti ledu  pokry bo s  krovi  .
________________________________
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Si æe sly axw otw samovidca  iæe re e mi   ko vid xw
polkw Boæii na vwzdus   pri ed i na pomo q Aleksandrovi . I
pob di     pomo i   Boæe    i  da a  patnii  ple a  svo   i
s  axutq      gon  e    ko  po  aeru   i  ne  b   kamo  ute i . Zde  æe
proslvi Bogw Aleksandra predw vs mi polky   ko Isusa Navvina
uE rexona . Ai æe re e   Imemw Aleksandra rukama   sego dastq
emu Bogw v ruc  ego . In eo br tes  protivnikw emu vw brani
nikogda æe . Vozvratis￿￿kn￿z/￿Aleksandr&￿s￿pob￿do￿￿slavno￿ .
B￿we￿mno￿estvo￿polonu￿v￿polku￿ego , ved￿xut/￿bosy￿podle￿konii ,
i￿e￿imenu￿ts￿￿rydali .
I￿ ko￿￿e￿pribli￿is￿￿kn￿z/￿k&￿gradu￿Pskovu , igumeni æe i
popove iv es/￿ narod&￿ sr￿towa￿ pred&￿ gradom& , poda￿+e xvalu
Bogovi  i slavu￿ gospodinu￿ kn￿z￿￿ Aleksandru , po  e  p snq 
 Posobivyi   gospodi   krotkomu  Davydu  pob diti
inoplemenqniky  i  v rnomu  kn z   na emu  oruæiemq
krestnymw  svoboditi  gradw  Pleskovw  otw  ino zy nikw  ruko 
Aleksandrovo   .
 O  nev glasi pleskovi i  A e se zabudete i do pravnu atw
Aleksandrovyxw  upodobites   idomw  ixw æe prepita gospodq v
pustyni manno  i krastelmi pe enymi  i sixw vs xw zaby a
Boga svoego  izved ago   izw raboty Egipetqsky   .
In a￿a￿ slyti￿ im￿￿ ego￿ po￿ sv￿m/￿ stranam&￿ i￿ do￿ mor￿
Egipet/skago , id og or&￿ Ararat/skyx& , io bonu￿ stranu￿ mor￿
Var￿￿/skago , id ov elikago￿Rima .
Vt o￿ ev rem￿￿ umno￿is￿￿ ￿zyk&￿ Litov/skii￿ i￿ na￿awa
pakostiti￿ volosti￿ Aleksandrov￿ . On&￿ ￿e , vyezd￿ , in a￿a
izbivati￿ ￿ . Edino￿￿ kl￿tis￿￿ emu￿ vyexati , ip ob￿di 7 ratii
edin￿m&￿vyezdom& , mno￿estvo￿kn￿zei￿ix&￿ixbi , ao v￿x&￿rukama
izyma ; slugy￿￿e￿ego , ruga￿+es￿ , v￿zaxut/￿￿￿k&￿xvostom&￿konei
svoix& . In a￿awa￿bl￿stis￿￿imeni￿ego .
[A-1] Vt o￿ ev rem￿￿ nekto￿ car/￿ silen&￿ na￿ V&sto￿n￿i
stran￿ , emu æe bε Bogw pokorilw mnogiαα zyki, otw vwstoka daæe i do
zapada. T&i￿￿e￿car/ , slywav&￿Aleksandra￿tako￿slavna￿i￿xrabra ,
posla￿ k￿ nemu￿ posly￿ i￿ re￿e : \Aleksandre , v￿si￿ li , ￿ko￿ Bog&
pokori￿mi￿mnogy￿￿￿zyki . Ty￿li￿edin&￿ne￿xo+ewi￿pokoroites￿
sile￿ moei ? No￿ a+e￿ xo+ewi￿ s&bl￿sti￿ zeml￿￿ svo￿ , to￿ skoro
priidi￿k&￿mn￿ , id au zriwi￿￿est/￿carstva￿moego" .
[C-1] Kn zq  æe  Aleksandro  priide  vo  Volodimerw  po
umertvii otca svoego v sil  velic  . Ib ystq grozenw priezdw
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moavitqsky  polo ati d ti svo   reku e   Aleksandrw edetw  
[B-1] S&dumav&￿ ￿e￿ kn￿z/￿ Aleksandr& , iblagoslovi  ego
episkopw Kirilw , ip oide￿k￿carevi .
[A-2] Iv id￿v&￿ ego￿ car/￿ Batyi , ip odivis￿ , ir e￿e
velmo￿am&￿ svoim& : \Voistinnu￿ mi￿ povedawa , ￿ko￿ n￿st/
podobna￿semu￿kn￿z￿" . Po￿/stiv&￿￿e￿i￿￿estno , otpusti￿i .
[C-2] Ip otomw æe razgn vas  carq Batyi na brata ego 
men ago  Andr     i  posla  voevodu  svoego  Nevru   povoeva  zeml 
Suædalqsku  . Po  pl nenii  æe  Nevyeve  kn zq  velikyi
Aleksandrw  cerkvi  vwzdvignuvw   grady  ispolqnivw   l di
raspuæenya  swbra  v  domy  svo  . Ot akovyxw  bo  re e  Isaia
prorokw   Kn zq blagw vw stranaxw – tixw  uv tlivw  krotokw 
swm renw – po obrazu Boæi  estq   59 ne vnima  bogatqstva ne
prezr   krovi  pravedni     sirot   i  vdovici  vw  pravdu  sud  
milostil becq  blagw domo adcemq svoimw i vwn  nimw otw
stranw prixod  imq kormitelq . Na takovy  Bogw priziraetw 
Bogw bo ne aggelomw l bitw  no  elovekomw si  edr  u edr etq
ip okazaetw  na  mir   milostq  svo  . Raspostrani  æe  Bogw
zeml  ego bogatqstvomw i slavo   i udolwæi Bogw l ta emu .
[B-2] N kogda  æe  priido a  kw  nemu  posly  otw  papy   iz
velikogo  Rima   rku e    Papa  na w  tako  glagoletw 
“Sly axomw  t   kn z    estna  i  divna   i  zeml   tvo   velika .
Sego  radi  poslaxomw  k  tob   otw  dvo nades tw  kordinalu  dva
xytre a – Agalda da i G monta  da poslu ae i u eni  ixw o
zakon   Boæii ”  . Kn zq  æe  Aleksandrw   zdumavw  sw  mudreci
svoimi   vwspisa  k  nemu  i  re e    Otw  Adama  do  potopa   otw
patopa do razdeleni   zykw  do na  la Avraaml   otw Avraama
do proitia Iisrail  skvoze  ermnoe more  otw isxoda synovw
Iisrailevw  do  umertvi   Davyda  car    otw  na ala  carstvi 
Solomon   do  Avgusta  i  do  Xristova  roæestva   otw  roæestv
Xristova  do  strasti  i  voskreseni   gospodn    otw  vwskreseni 
æe ego i do voz estvi  na nebeca  otw vwz estvia na nebesa do
carstva Konstantinova  otw na ala carstva Kost ntinova do
pervago  sobora   otw  pervago  sobora  do  sedmago – si  vs   dobr 
swv daemw   a  otw  vasw  u eni   ne  priimaemw  . Oni  æe
vwzvrati as  vwsvo si . Iu mnoæi as  dni æivota ego . B  bo
ier el becq i mqnixol becq i ni a  l b   mitropolita æe i
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episkopy  t  e i aki samogo tvorca .
[C-3] B   æe  togda  nuæda  velika  otw  poganyxw   gon xutw
xristianw   vel  e  s  sobo   voinqstvovati . Kn zq  æe  velikyi
Aleksandrw poide k carevi  davy otmolil l dii otw b dy .
[B-3] As yna svoego Dmitri  posla na Zapadny  strany  i
vs  polwky svo  posla s nimw  i bliænixw svoixw domo adecq 
rek i  k  nimw    Sluæite  synovi  moemu   aky  samomu  mn  
vs mq  æivotomw  svoimw  . Poide   roslavw  s  synovqcimw
svoimw  v  sil   velic    i  pl vi a  gradw   rqevw   i
vwzvrati as   vwsvo si  sw  mnogymw  polonomw  i  s  veliko 
 estq  .
[A-3] Kn￿z/￿velikyi￿Aleksandr&￿vzyde￿ot&￿inoplemennik&
id oedi￿Novagoroda￿Ni￿n￿go￿i￿tu￿prebyv&￿malo￿zdrav& , dowed&
Gorodca , razbol￿s￿ .
O , gor￿￿ tob￿ , b￿dnyi￿ ￿elove￿e ! Kako￿ mo￿ewi￿ napisati
kon￿inu￿gospodina￿svoego ! Kak￿ne￿ispadeta￿ti￿z￿nici￿vkup￿￿s&
slezami ! Kako￿ ￿e￿ ne￿ urvets￿￿ serdce￿ gorky￿￿ tugy ! Otca￿ bo
￿elovek&￿mo￿et& , ad obra￿gospodina￿ne￿mo+no￿ostaviti : a+e￿by
lz￿ , iv &g rob&￿by￿l￿zl&￿s￿nim& !
Postrada  æe  Bogovi  kr pko   ostavi  æe  zemnoe  carstvo  i
bystq mnixw  b  bo æelanie ego pa e m ry aggelqskago obraza .
Spodobi  æe  ego  Bogw  bol ii   inw  priati – skimu . It ako
Gospodevi  duxw  svoi  predastq   s  miromw  mes ca  no br   vw 14
denq  na pam tq sv togo apostola Filippa .
Mitropolitw  æe  Kirilw  glagola e     ada  mo  
razum ite   ko uæe zaide solnce zemli Suzdalqskoi   Ier i i
diakoni   ernorizcy  ni ii i bogatii  i vsi l die glagolaaxu 
 Uæe pogybaemq   .
Sv toe  æe  t lo  ego  poneso a  kw  gradu  Volodimer  .
Mitropolitw æe kn zi i bo re  i vesq narodw  malii i velicii 
sr to a i vw Bogol biv mq sw sv  ami i s kandily . Narodi
æe  swgnataxuts    xot  e  prikosnutis    estn mw  odr 
sv togo t la ego . Bystq æe voplq i kri anie  i tuga   ko æe
n stq byla  tako    i zemli potr stis  . Poloæeno æe bystq
t lo  ego  vw  Roæestve  sv ty   Bogorodica   vw  arximandritqi
velic i   mes ca  no br   vw 24 n ap am tq  sv togo  otca
Amfiloxi 
Bystq æe togda   do divno i pam ti dostoino . Egda ubo
poloæeno  bystq  sv toe  t lo  ego  v  raku   togda  Savasti nw
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vloæitq emu gramotu du evnu  . Onw æe samw  aky æivw su i 
rasprosterw  ruku  svo   i  vz tw  gramotu  otw  ruky
mitropolita . Ip ri tw  æe     uæastq   i  edva  otstupi a  ow
raky ego .
Se æe bystq sly ano vs mw otw gospodina mitropolita
io tw ikonoma ego Savasti na .
Kto ne udivits  o semw   ko t lu bezdu nu su   i vezomu
otw  dalnixw  gradw  v  zimnoe  vrem    I  tako  proslavi  Bogw
ugodnika svoego .
Appendix B
English Translation of Hypothetical Reconstruction of the Military Tale about
Alexander Nevskii
That same year [6771] Grand Prince Alexander,s on of Iaroslav, passed away.
Let us speak [about] his courage and life as I have heard it from my fathers, as
well as that which I was an eyewitness to while growing up.
Prince Alexander was born from a father Grand Prince Iaroslav, and
from a mother Theodosia. He was taller than other men, and his voice as a
trumpet reached the people. His bravery was liket hat of the Roman emperor
Vespasian, who conquered the entire Judean land. Once, during the siege of
the city of Jotapata, the burghers of the city sallied forth and defeated his regi-
ment, and he remained alone. But he still chased their force to the city gates
and thereafter he jeered at his own retinue and reproached them, saying: “You
left me alone.”
So also was the Prince Alexander: he used to defeat [others] but was
neverd efeated. Once, because of this, a certain powerful man, whose name
wasA ndreas, of those who call themselves “the servants of God,”c ame from
the Western Country for he wanted to see the marvel in the fullness of his life.
He sawP rince Alexander,r eturned to his people, and told them: “I traveled
through manyc ountries and sawm anyp eople, but I have nev erm et such a
king among kings, nor such a prince among princes.”
Hearing about the courage of Prince Alexander,t he king of the Roman
part of the Northern Country,t hought to himself, “I will go and conquer
Alexander’sl and.”A nd he gathered a great force and ﬁlled numerous ships
with his regiments and he movedf orth with great strength being inspired by a
martial spirit. He came to the riverN eva and, being carried awayw ith mad-
ness, sent his envo ys, ﬁlled with pride, to Prince Alexander in Novgorod, say-
ing, “If you are able to resist me then [do so for] I am here already conquering
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Upon hearing these words, Alexander’sh eart burned and he led his
small retinue against them, not waiting for the large force. It is a pity to hear
that his honorable father,I aroslavt he Great, did not knowo fs uch an attack on
his son, dear Alexander.A lexander did not have time to send news to his
father for already the enemy was approaching. Even manyN ovgorodians had
not joined him because the prince had already set out against them. He
decided to go against them in the sixth hour of the day.T here was a great bat-
tle with the Romans, and he killed a numerous amount of them. On the face
of this king, he left a mark with his sharp spear.H ere six brave men appeared.
The ﬁrst was Gabriel by name, son of Alexis. He attacked a ship and,
seeing there the royal prince sword in hand, he rode onto the gangway.E very-
one escaped from the king back to the ship, but thereafter theyt urned and
threwh im and his horse from the gangway into the water.H eg ot out of the
water uninjured, charged them again and fought with the general, himself,
among his troop.
The second, a Novgorodian Sbyslavb yn ame, son of Iakun, on several
occasions charged their troop and fought only with a battle-ax, not having fear
in his heart. And several fell from his hand. The people marveled at his power
and his bravery.
The third, Iakov,am an from a Polotsk clan, was the prince’sh untsman.
He charged the troop with a sword, and the prince praised him.
The fourth one was a Novgorodian, Misha by name, who fought on foot
in the stream against the ships. He destroyed three of the ships with his detach-
ment.
The ﬁfth, also from his young [men], Savvab yn ame, entered into a
large, royal golden-crowned tent and cut the tent pole. When Alexander’sr eg-
iments sawt he tent fall, theyw ere joyful.
The sixth, also from his servitors, Ratmir by name fought on foot and
wase ncircled by many. Hef ell from manyw ounds several times and subse-
quently died. All this I have heard from my Grand Prince lord Alexander and
from others who at that time took part in that battle.
In the second year after the return of Prince Alexander with his victory,
theyc ame once more from the Western Country and built a town on Alexan-
der’sp atrimony. Prince Alexander went quickly against it and razed the town
to its foundations. Some of the enemy were executed and others were taken
prisoner.
In the third year following Alexander’sv ictory,w hen he defeated the
king, in the winter,A lexander went with a great force against the German
land, “Let them not boast saying, ‘Part of the Slavic nation is beneath us.’”
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Alexander Iaroslavich captured them and freed Pskov townf rom bondage.
And he waged war against and set ﬁre to their land. He took numerous prison-
ers and cut others to pieces. In the towns, theyg ot together and said, “Let us
go and subdue Alexander and takeh im with [our] hands.”
When theya pproached, the guards sawt hem. Prince Alexander drewu p
his regiments and went against [their] warriors. And when theyc ame to Lake
Chud there were manys oldiers on both sides. His father Iaroslavs ent him
help [in the form of] his younger brother Andrei along with manyb rave men.
Prince Alexander returned from the victory with great glory.T here were
am ultitude of prisoners accompanying his regiment. Theyw ho called them-
selves knights were walking shoeless next to the horses. When the prince
approached Pskov town, the entire population met him in front of the town
glorifying lord Prince Alexander.
And theyb eg ant oh ear his name throughout all countries, up to the sea
of Egypt, to Mount Ararat, and on both sides of the Varangian Sea, and to
Great Rome.
At that time, the Lithuanian nation was increasing and theyb eg ant o
sack Alexander’st erritory.G oing out against them, he begant od efeat them.
During one campaign, he defeated sevena rmies, killed manyo ft heir princes,
and captured others. Mocking them, his servants tied them to the tails of their
horses. And, theyb eg ant ob ea ware of his name.
At that time, there was a powerful khan of the Eastern Country.T hat
khan, hearing of the glory and courage of Alexander,s ent him envo ys, saying,
“Alexander,d oy ou not knowt hat God has submitted manyn ations to me?
Youa re the only one who is not willing to submit to my power.B ut if you
want to save your land, then come soon to me and you will see the honor of
my khanate.”
Having givend ue thought, Prince Alexander went to the khan. Upon
seeing him, the Khan Batu marveled and said to his dignitaries: “I was told the
truth—that there is no other liket his prince.”B estowing on him honor,h el et
him go.
The great Prince Alexander went from the foreign people to Nizhnii
Novgorod and stayed there a fewd ays in good health, but when he reached
Gorodets, he became ill. Woet oy ou, poor man. Howa re you able to describe
the passing of your lord? Howd oy our eyes not fall out with tears? Howd oes
your heart not break from bitter straits? Am an may leave his father,b ut can-
not leave a good lord, and if need be, he lies with him in the grave.